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The sun beams on Joe. He is hot 
and wants to beat the heat. Joe 
has a dream to go to the beach. 
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Joe sees his surf coach Pete at the 
ball field. Pete is hot too and wants 
to go to the beach. 
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Pete has a jeep. His jeep is clean. 
The wheels have green rims. The 
jeep is a neat way to beat the 
heat. Pete takes his jeep to the 
ball field and beach.
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Pete gets his stuff for the beach. 
Then he meets Joe on East Street. 
He pulls up to him with a beep, 
beep, beep. Joe greets Pete with a 
big wave and leaps into the jeep.
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Joe and Pete feel the breeze as 
they ride in the jeep. When they 
reach the beach, they see lots of 
sea gulls. 
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The gulls feast on snacks from 
the sea. They like to eat fish, 
meat, seeds, and bugs on the 
beach. They will eat any treat 
they can find. 
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Pete brings some snacks to eat. 
He hands Joe some meat and 
cheese. Joe eats the treat. “Yum!”
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Pete gets his surf boards from the jeep. 
He will teach Joe three things to do. 
Joe will kneel, lean, and surf on the 
peak of the waves. 

Pete and Joe head back to the jeep. 
The day was like a dream. 9



Long E words
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beams
beat
heat
dream
beach
meets
street
leaps
feel 
cheese

field
jeep
clean
wheels
green
East
beep
greet
reach
see

Pete
feast
meat
seeds
treat
teach
sea
three
kneel
lean
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